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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a novel approach, for reducing the download time of large files over the

Internet. Our approach, known as Parallelized File Transport Protocol (P-FTP), proposes simultaneous

downloads of disjoint file portions from multiple file servers. P-FTP server selects file servers for re-

questing client, on the basis of a variety of QoS parameters, such as, available bandwidth and server

utilisation. The sensitivity analysis of our file server selection technique shows that it performs signif-

icantly better than random selection. The scalability study of P-FTP server shows that it can handle

queries of large number of P-FTP clients, without becoming bottleneck. During the file transfer, P-FTP

client monitors the file transfer flows to detect slow servers and congested links and adjusts the file dis-

tributions accordingly. P-FTP is evaluated with simulations and real-world implementation. The results

show at least 50% reduction in download time, when compared to the traditional file-transfer approach.

Moreover, we have also carried out a simulation-based study to investigate the issues related to large

scale deployment of our approach on the Internet. Our results demonstrate that large number of P-FTP

users has no adverse effect on the performance perceived by non P-FTP users. In addition, the file servers

and network are not significantly affected by large scale deployment of P-FTP.
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1 Introduction

Downloading large files, can be a very time-consuming and slow process. As a result, they are highly

susceptible to congestion, that results from the high network dynamism that is prevalent in the Internet.

Numerous studies of Internet traffic characteristics, have shown that file size distributions are heavy-tailed

[7]. This implies that a significant number of large files are downloaded over the Internet. Hence, reducing

the download time for large files is an important and relevant problem.

A common approach, to address this problem involves provisioning multiple mirror servers with repli-

cated content. With multiple copies existing at these mirror servers, a popular server selection strategy

involves choosing the geographically closest server, assuming that this will result in the least delay [2].

However, this can result in poor performance if other mirror servers, not necessarily geographically closest,

have a higher resource availability at that time and hence, can be accessed for less download delay. Further,

there is no guarantee that a server which provides optimal performance at the start of the file download will

necessarily be able to provide the same level of performance at the end of the download. Rather than down-

loading the entire file from a single server, we can take advantage of the fact that the files are replicated

across multiple servers and hence disjoint portions of a single file can be simultaneously downloaded in

parallel.

In this paper, we propose a novel parallel download scheme called Parallelized File Transfer Protocol

(P-FTP), with these capabilities. Our approach involves the use of a special P-FTP server running within

the client’s Autonomous System (AS) [12]. This server is capable of communicating with the file servers,

located anywhere in the Internet and measuring the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters, along the paths

to these servers. As opposed to traditional FTP, a client in our case first contacts the P-FTP server when a

particular file is to be downloaded. The P-FTP server then selects a set of suitable file servers from which
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the file can be downloaded in parallel. This information is sent back to the client, who then initiates parallel

file transfer sessions. In addition to this, the P-FTP server also sends a list of backup file servers, that will

be contacted by the client if there is congestion in the network or some particular file server fails or slows

down. This makes our technique dynamically adaptable to the changing network conditions.

The file server selection, is based on the server utilisation and the QoS characteristics along the network

path to the servers. The server utilisation is measured based on its CPU and memory utilisation. The path

quality is determined by QoS parameters such as available bandwidth, round trip time and packet dropping

probability. However, additional parameters can be easily introduced to account for any other factors that

may affect the performance. A database of these parameters is maintained at the P-FTP server and is

regularly updated to ensure the freshness of the information. The P-FTP server ranks all the available servers

based on these parameters and selects a subset of these servers based on the available bandwidth between

the client and its Internet Gateway. Given this information, the P-FTP server, determines the respective file

portions that can be downloaded from the selected file servers. This information is then sent to the client.

The P-FTP client is able to dynamically adapt to the changing network conditions. In particular, we

focus on two such conditions: congested common links and the file server’s throughput. Our client can

detect servers that are sharing a common congested link on their path to the client. The connections to such

servers are terminated upon successful detection and new connections with the backup servers nominated

by the P-FTP server are initialised. Moreover, the throughput of the file servers, relative to themselves, is

regularly monitored to detect low-performing or failed file servers. In such an event, the file portions to be

downloaded from slow / failed servers are reduced and new sessions are initiated with the backup servers

to download the remaining file portions. This approach has two additional advantages: 1) It distributes the

load and reduces the congestion in the Internet, and 2) The download time does not vary significantly when

the network conditions change. Following are the primary contributions of this paper:
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• The paper discusses the distinguishing features of P-FTP. In particular, network parameter based se-

lection of file servers and dynamic adaptation ability, are the two main features that distinguish P-FTP

from other parallel downloading approaches.

• A thorough evaluation of P-FTP is presented using a mix of Internet experiments and simulations.

Comparisons with traditional FTP and other parallel downloading techniques are also conducted. The

results show that P-FTP significantly reduces the download time of large files in all testing scenarios.

• Large scale Internet deployment issues of P-FTP are investigated with the help of simulations. The

paper presents convincing evidence that if a large number of users are downloading files using P-

FTP, there is no detrimental impact on the performance of other non-P-FTP clients. In addition, our

experiments indicate that P-FTP does not significantly impact the servers and the network due to its

self-tuning ability.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a brief description of the work related

to our approach. Section 3 provides details on the P-FTP approach. In particular, the working of the P-FTP

server (Section 3.2) and the P-FTP client (Section 3.3). Section 4 discusses the simulation carried out to

measure the P-FTP performance. Section 5 discusses the Internet implementation of P-FTP and provides the

results. Section 6 briefly discusses the issues of P-FTP’s large scale deployment and provides the details of

the simulations carried out to study the effect of such deployment. Section 7 discusses several issues related

to P-FTP deployment. Finally, section 8 concludes the paper and provides some future work options.

2 Related Work

Numerous research groups have proposed different criteria for the selection of a single mirror server for

any client ([3], [4] and [5]). We propose the use of multiple mirror servers when retrieving a single file to

reduce the download time. Our approach uses QoS parameters of the network and the file-servers to select
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the suitable set of mirror servers for file download.

In the client-server scenario, a few researchers have used the approach of transferring a single file from

multiple mirror servers simultaneously ([37], [8] and [6]). The work that closely relates to our proposal

is of Dynamic Parallel Access Technique (DPAT) [8]. It proposes downloading large files by connecting

to multiple HTTP servers simultaneously. The file is partitioned into small blocks which are downloaded

from all the selected servers. The server with highest throughput sends the largest number of blocks. The

mechanism for calculating block size, storing file server information and failure recovery are not clearly

discussed by the authors. Plank et al. [26] evaluated the performance of DPAT like approach with progress

driven redundancy of the different block sizes. Collins and Plank [27], evaluated different server selection

algorithms for DPAT. The authors, concluded, that the file server algorithms based on bandwidth prediction

performed best. In addition, the authors anticipated that incorporating server load in server selection may

further improve the performance. We also propose using multiple QoS parameters related to network and

mirror servers for selection of servers. However, our approach is based on continuous connections with the

file servers to download file portions without requiring any redundant connections. Most approaches, that

propose parallel downloading ([19] and [34]), require either the change in the operation of the servers, or

change in the content encoding method. P-FTP can work even if no support from the file servers is available.

Internet experiments without any support from traditional FTP servers are discussed in section 5.

Grid-FTP [47] is designed for grid environment, by extending the basic FTP to enable terabyte transfers

in grid systems. It adds new modes and commands to the basic FTP standards. Grid-FTP is specifically

designed for the Grid environment and it requires modifications to the FTP servers to support the Grid-

FTP protocol. P-FTP uses standard FTP and is designed to work on the existing client-server model of the

Internet. Allen and Wolski [28], compared performance of four server selection techniques for file transfer

in Grid environment. The authors, demonstrated that for fastest downloads network resource prediction
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techniques, based on network probing, performed best. P-FTP system has also based its server selection

technique on prediction of resource availability in network and at file servers. The resource prediction

requires network and server probing for resource usage.

Many peer-to-peer (P2P) applications ([35], [36], [43] and [44]), provide the advantage of simultaneous

partial file download. Some P2P applications require change in file format or special files on the servers, in

order to operate successfully. The P2P approach is limited in the sense that P2P application-program must

be running on all machines sharing the files. Unknown machines must be trusted for some P2P applications,

which require the users to allow uploading from their machine, in order to get good download speed. P-FTP

is not on competing grounds with P2P application as P-FTP addresses the file download in client-server

paradigm of the Internet. Secondly, our approach can work even if there is no support available from the file

servers.

Research groups have also addressed the issue of large scale deployment of parallel downloading ap-

proaches; two such efforts due to their similarity to our work are discussed here. Koo et al. [20], present

analytical and simulation results to show that parallel downloading approaches degrades the performance

of servers and the network significantly. Gkantsidis et al. [21] compare the performance of three parallel

downloading techniques in large scale deployment scenario using simulation. They have shown that by

introducing many simultaneous parallel downloading clients in the network, other clients experience degra-

dation of performance. In contrast to the research work discussed in [20] and [21], we have carried out

rigorous simulation based testing, to show that introducing a large number of P-FTP users has no adverse

effect on the performance perceived by users of other applications.

3 Parallelized File Transfer Protocol (P-FTP)

We describe P-FTP approach in detail in this section. The P-FTP design has been modified, from our initial

design in [9], for scalability and ease in real-world implementation.
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3.1 P-FTP Features

P-FTP is a protocol to download files on the Internet by efficiently using the available network and mirror

server resources, in order to reduce the download time. The salient features of P-FTP are:

• The dynamic use of distributed resources in the network limits, the file transfer time in a predictable

fashion.

• The placement of a central P-FTP server in the user’s AS allows us to serve many clients by maintain-

ing a single database of network and file servers characteristics. We analyse the feasibility of a single

P-FTP server in large ASs in section 3.4.

• P-FTP checks the available bandwidth at the last hop i.e., between the client and its Internet Gate-

way, before starting the file transfer. This consideration is introduced to avoid unnecessary parallel

download initiations, in the situation when the client is attached to slow access link, such as a dial-up

connection to the Internet.

• Simultaneously, downloading parts, of a large file from different FTP servers distributes the load on

the mirror servers. This distribution of the load, among the servers improves performance for all users

accessing those servers.

• The P-FTP clients monitor the TCP flows, after starting the transfer of file portions, from the mirror

servers. If multiple flows are sharing a common congested link on their path to the client, the client

terminates selected flows to reduce congestion.

• P-FTP system can work even without any support from the file servers. The tests conducted on

the Internet without file server’s support are discussed in section 5. As previously discussed, P-

FTP system requires a special client at the file servers to collect file server utilisation information.
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However, Naf [29] has demonstrated with Internet experiments that the load on the file server does

not significantly affect the file download time for the clients. Hence, the file server monitoring module

is not mandatory and we expect it to be deployed incrementally.

3.2 P-FTP Server

The P-FTP server is the central entity in the system. It is placed in the client’s autonomous system (AS)

and is accessible by all users of that AS. Balakrishnan et al. [23] demonstrated that Internet hosts close to

each other (within 2-4 hops) often experience almost the same throughput. The P-FTP server is placed in

the same AS as we assume that for small to medium ASs, where hosts are at 2-4 hops away from each other,

the measured network characteristics are valid for all hosts of that AS ( section 7 discusses issues related to

large ASs).

When the P-FTP server receives a request from a P-FTP client, it gathers relevant information regarding

the mirror servers containing a copy of the requested file. This information is maintained by the P-FTP

server in a database and is used to rank the mirror servers in order of resource availability. Depending upon

the available bandwidth between client and its Internet Gateway, P-FTP server selects a number of high

ranked mirror servers ensuring that the aggregate P-FTP traffic does not produce congestion in the client’s

AS. The P-FTP server also calculates the file portions to be downloaded from each selected mirror server.

The highest ranked mirror server is allocated the largest file portion and vice versa, the ranking and selection

processes are discussed in section 3.2.2. The information about mirror servers and the file portions is sent

to the requesting client. This also includes a set of backup or additional mirror servers, in case the client

detects congestion and wants to dynamically adjust the load. We now describe each step in detail in the

following subsections.
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3.2.1 P-FTP Database

The P-FTP database plays a vital role in the ranking and selection process of the P-FTP server. The database

contains data on the network, file server utilisations and the list of files on these file servers. The P-FTP

server can use any publicly available network measurement tool to collect network information (e.g., [14],

[15], [16], [17]), Ping [49] and Pathchar [38] are two examples of commonly used tools. The network

information consists of network characteristics along the paths between the client’s AS and different mirror

servers. The utilisation information consists of the mirror server’s memory and CPU utilisation. This infor-

mation can be controlled by the mirror server’s administrator. A special client is placed at mirror servers

that send information about mirror server utilisation to the P-FTP server at a configured rate. The file infor-

mation consists of a file replica map of mirror servers that indicates which file is replicated at which server.

Some issues regarding the P-FTP database design, are discussed in sections 3.4 and 8.

3.2.2 Ranking and Selection Process

The ranking process makes use of the following information:

• Network Characteristics: The QoS parameters, i.e., the available bandwidth, the round trip time and

the packet dropping probability between user’s AS and different mirror servers, provide the basis for

the ranking process. The mirror servers that have more network resources along their path to the

client’s AS are ranked higher.

• Utilisation: The P-FTP server considers the CPU and memory utilisation level of the mirror servers.

Highly utilised mirror servers have lower rank.

• However, other user defined parameters (such as the use of selected servers) can be easily incorporated

as well.
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We call the parameters used in ranking process, optimisation variables. For every optimisation variable, the

suitability of each mirror server is calculated and then a combined rank is allocated. Suppose there are m

mirror servers and their suitability on the basis of an optimisation variable, OV is to be calculated. The

method to calculate the suitability for mirror server k, Sk, depends upon the type of OV : direct (DOV ) or

inverse (IOV ). DOV directly influences the suitability of mirror servers. Examples of DOV are bandwidth

along the path, and the mirror server’s available resources. The suitability of mirror server Sk using DOV

is calculated by the following equation:

Sk =
DOVk

∑m
i=1

DOVi

(1)

IOV s affect the suitability of the mirror server inversely. End-to-end delay along a path and mirror

server utilisation are examples of IOV . The suitability of mirror server Sk on the basis of IOV is calculated

by the following equation:

Sk =
1

IOVk∑m
i=1

1

IOVi

(2)

The P-FTP server calculates the suitability for all mirror servers on the basis of each optimisation vari-

able. The simple average or weighted average of all suitability values is calculated depending upon the rel-

ative importance of the optimisation variables. The mirror server with highest average suitability is ranked

first and so on.

The P-FTP server selects the mirror servers according to their ranks, high-ranked mirror servers are

selected first. The selection is limited by the available bandwidth between the client and its Internet gateway.

The mirror servers are selected such that the aggregate P-FTP flow does not produce congestion at the link

between the client and its gateway. The file portions to be downloaded from each server are calculated, based

on the suitability values, of the selected servers. The server with highest suitability transfers the largest file

portion and vice versa.
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When the request arrival rate at the P-FTP server exceeds a predefined threshold, the P-FTP server

changes the selection criteria. The reason behind this is that in case of large number of requests if only the

best servers are selected then these servers may get congested and all clients will experience poor perfor-

mance. To avoid this condition, the P-FTP server tries to load balance the requests among all available FTP

servers when request rate is high. The load balancing is a well tested concept, hence, we do not discuss it

any further in this paper.

3.2.3 P-FTP Server Failure Recovery

Single P-FTP server for a complete AS is susceptible to failure. In which case all the clients of that AS

would be unable to use P-FTP. The simplest solution for efficient recovery in case of failure would be to

have a backup server that takes over in case of failure of primary P-FTP server. Since these servers can be

built using low cost personal computers, it will not add a lot to the infrastructure cost.

3.2.4 P-FTP Server Discovery

P-FTP server is a central entity in an AS and all P-FTP clients of that AS, contact it, when they require to

download a file. This raises the issue of discovering the P-FTP server by P-FTP clients in order to contact it.

The network administrator can use any resource discovery technique [24] [25] to facilitate P-FTP clients in

discovering P-FTP server. DNS Resource Record (RR) [30] can also be used to specify location of servers

for specific protocols and domains in the DNS response to a requesting client.

A scalable and easily adaptable solution to this problem is to fix a port for communication among P-FTP

server and clients. P-FTP server can inform about its presence to all the P-FTP clients of that AS via a

periodic broadcast message on the fixed port. The network administrator, can adjust the frequency and size

of the broadcast message to minimise the overhead of P-FTP. In case of failure of primary P-FTP server

(lack of broadcast message for a while), the backup P-FTP server takes over, by immediately broadcasting
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its address to all P-FTP clients of that AS.

3.3 P-FTP Client

The P-FTP client is a FTP client with additional capabilities of partial file transfer and flow monitoring. To

download arbitrary portion of file, P-FTP client uses standard FTP command REST to initiate file transfer

from a required point in the file and terminates that flow after collecting the required file data.

P-FTP client measures the available bandwidth to its Internet Gateway, before requesting file server

information from the P-FTP server. We used Ping messages of different sizes to calculate the bandwidth

of the link [33], however any other tool can be used. P-FTP client sends a request containing the file name

and the available bandwidth to the P-FTP server. After receiving a reply from the P-FTP server, the client

starts simultaneous FTP connections with the nominated mirror servers and starts downloading disjoint file

portions. The P-FTP client is able to dynamically adjust to the changing network and file server conditions.

The client monitors the inter-packet arrival rate to detect the servers sharing a congested link on their path to

the client. The client terminates connections to all detected mirror servers except one (as explained below).

The client starts the same number of new connections, to the additional mirror servers nominated as back up

servers by the P-FTP server. The client, continuously monitors the received data rate from all file servers.

If one or more of these servers falls below their expected rate then it reduces the size of the respective

allocated file portions and downloads the remaining file portions from the backup servers. The effect of

dynamic adaptation ability of P-FTP clients on file transfer time in wireless networks has been evaluated

with simulations [1]. We now explain these steps in detail.

3.3.1 Shared Congestion Detection and Dynamic Adaptation

The P-FTP server selects the file servers on the assumption that no links from the file servers to the clients

are shared, except the last link. In reality this may not be the case resulting in congestion on shared links.
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Our client is capable of detecting and dynamically adjusting to this situation.

Katabi and Blake [13] proposed the use of packet inter-arrival rate, to detect a common congested link

and evaluated their approach with simulation study. We implemented an algorithm at the application-layer

level, based on the same approach. The client monitors the data packet arrival time of all the flows. The data

packets of the flows reach the client with random inter-packet intervals. However, when packets traverse a

congested link on their path, the inter-packet arrival times of such packets follow a pattern and do not show

randomness. The client detects the servers, which share a common congested link, on their path to the client

by measuring the entropy of inter packet intervals.

After detecting the servers sharing the congested links, the client terminates the connections with all

such file servers except the server ranked highest in that set of servers. It should be noted that only those

servers are selected by the P-FTP server that have enough network resources to support at least a single FTP

session, hence the justification for leaving one connection intact.

3.3.2 Slow Server Detection and Dynamic Adaptation

The P-FTP server calculates the file portions, such that all file servers finish sending the file-data at approx-

imately the same time. If any of the file server slows down or fails during a P-FTP session, then that will

increase the total file download time. Our P-FTP client can detect this situation and act accordingly for

better P-FTP performance. The client continuously monitors the throughput of each server connection. The

throughput should be proportional to the allocated file size. If this is not the case for a particular server, the

client proportionally reduces the size of the remaining file portion to be downloaded. The backup servers are

invoked to download rest of the file portion. In case any of the file server stops the file transfer, the P-FTP

client terminates that connection and downloads remaining file portion from a backup server.
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3.3.3 Complexity of P-FTP Client Algorithm

P-FTP client starts simultaneous file transfer connections to download required file quickly. The dynamic

adaptation ability of the P-FTP client, is based on shared congestion detection algorithm and slow server

detection algorithm. These algorithms at the P-FTP client add to the complexity of its implementation. We

have calculated the complexity of each algorithm and determined the overall complexity of P-FTP client.

Shared congestion detection algorithm determines a congested link shared by two or more flows by

aggregating different flows and determining the entropy of inter packet arrival time of aggregated flows.

Calculation and aggregation of entropy values require a constant number of steps. Let the number of file

transfer flows be n. Since shared congestion detection requires comparing each pair of flows so the overall

complexity of the algorithm is n2, in terms of number of flows.

The slow server detection algorithm detects the slow file server, by comparing the throughput of all the

flows. The steps required in determining the throughput of n flows takes a constant time. The number of

comparisons of the throughput values have the same complexity of n2. Combining this with shared con-

gestion detection algorithm, the total complexity will be O(n2). As the number of flows is small (typically

5-10), the combined complexity of both the algorithms can be ignored for practical purposes.

3.4 Modeling P-FTP Server Workload using MVA

The P-FTP server is a centralised entity in a user’s AS. As all users of that AS query the P-FTP server

when they need to download a large file, the P-FTP server may become a bottleneck in a large AS. To

study the scalability issues of the P-FTP server, we have designed and implemented a P-FTP server for

the UNSW.edu.au domain and have analysed its performance from the system-level point of view with

the help of Mean Value Analysis (MVA) technique [22]. MVA technique was chosen to compute various

performance metrics as we are mainly concerned with the mean values of the performance metric. We
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consider the system as a “Black Box” [22]. We also assume that the system being analysed is in operational

equilibrium. The P-FTP server processes two distinct types of workload, the user’s queries and the database

update. Thus, from the system level performance analysis, the P-FTP server is considered as a multiple class

infinite queue system [22].

For the estimate of the query rate at the P-FTP server, we studied the logs of all FTP transfers in the

School of Computer Science and Engineering (CSE) of University of New South Wales (UNSW). It was not

possible for us to get network traffic logs from any ISP as the data of such commercial organisations is not

available publicly to our knowledge. Secondly, CSE can be considered as one of the worst case example,

as the network users pay little / no download charges and hence, large files are downloaded frequently. We

studied the traffic logs for a week from 1st June 2004 to 7th June 2004, in which total 49 files of size 1 MByte

or more were downloaded. We also analysed the log files for the maximum number of large files (larger than

1 MByte) downloaded at any time. We observed that at most 4 file-transfers occurred in a minute. The school

of CSE of UNSW has 3,500 users and there are approximately 35,000 total users in the UNSW domain. By

assuming the same download pattern for UNSW AS, we estimated that the maximum number of requests,

λQuery, at the P-FTP server of UNSW AS will be 40 requests per minute or approximately 1 request per

second.

The processing of a request at the P-FTP server consists of the following three phases. Phase one is the

connection establishment and initial processing of the request. Phase two consists of the P-FTP database

access. Phase three involves processing of the file-server data (ranking and selection, query reply formation

and reply delivery) and connection termination. The UNSW P-FTP server implementation was tested on a

Pentium 3 machine with 256 MBytes RAM. The individual processing times of 100 different queries were

measured at the P-FTP server. During the testing, the maximum times required for the processing of phases

one and three of any request were 0.2 milliseconds and 20 milliseconds respectively. We conducted a simple
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study to measure the database access time of P-FTP server. For 200,000 files and 200,000 file-servers, the

average time to retrieve the file-server parameters, given a filename as an input, was measured to be 0.1

millisecond assuming that on average each file was replicated on 20 servers. The processing time for a

request at the P-FTP server is the sum of processing time of all three phases. On the test machine, the

UNSW P-FTP server’s request processing time of user’s query, DQ, was 20.3 msec (phase 1 = 0.2 msec,

phase 2 = 0.1 msec, phase 3 = 20 msec).

We did not perform a study to analyse the time taken to populate the database as it is a one time pro-

cess. However, a number of experiments were conducted to study the update process of the database.

For the database update, we only considered updating the network information for a large number of

servers (10,000). Various publicly available tools, were tested to calculate the average time required to

measure network characteristics. We present results of two representative tools here: Ping and Pchar.

The service rate D of Ping and Pchar to update one server record was 800 msec and 7 sec respectively.

Balakrishnan et al. [23] demonstrated that the throughputs to the Internet hosts do not change much

within the time frame of tens of minutes. During the tests, the P-FTP database was updated once after

few hours, as the tests were conducted on a simple desktop machine. If a high power dedicated server

is used as P-FTP server, then the P-FTP database can easily be updated in the matter of tens of min-

utes. Moreover, the tools that provide more information are used less frequently to minimise the load in

user’s AS. Hence, we considered the database update frequency of Ping to be high as every four hours

(λping = 1/(4∗3600)∗10, 000(fileservers) = 0.69/sec) and that of Pchar to be low as every thirty hours

(λpchar = 1/(30 ∗ 3600) ∗ 10, 000(fileservers) = 0.09/sec). The utilisation of the P-FTP server UPFTP

is the sum of the utilisation due to query UQuery and that due to database update UUpdate. The utilisation of

the system for the database update depends upon the tool used to gather network information.

UPFTP = UQuery + UUpdate (3)

UQuery = λQuery ∗ DQuery = 1 ∗ 0.0203 (4)
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No of Request Ping Pchar
Users Arrival P-FTP server Query P-FTP Server Query

Rate Utilisation Response Time Utilisation Response Time
req/sec (sec) (sec)

35,000 1 57% 0.0474 65% 0.058
50,000 1.5 58% 0.0487 66% 0.059

100,000 3 61% 0.0524 69% 0.065
200,000 6 67% 0.0622 75% 0.817

Table 1: The P-FTP Server Response Time for Large ASs.

Ping : −UUpdate = λping ∗ Dping = 0.69 ∗ 0.8 = 0.552 (5)

Hence : −UPFTP = 0.572 (6)

Pchar : −UUpdate = λpchar ∗ Dpchar = 0.09 ∗ 7 = 0.63 (7)

Hence : −UPFTP = 0.6503 (8)

The above calculations show that most of the processing of the P-FTP server is dedicated to the update

of the database. The time taken by a server to reply to the query of the requesting client is called response

time. The P-FTP server’s response time for query, RQuery is:

Ping : −RQuery =
DQuery

1 − UPFTP

=
0.0203

1 − 0.57
= 0.0474sec (9)

Pchar : −RQuery =
DQuery

1 − UPFTP

=
0.0203

1 − 0.65
= 0.058sec (10)

We have also analysed the performance of the P-FTP server for ASs larger than UNSW, where the

population is much bigger and hence the request arrival rate is much higher. The calculated response times

of the P-FTP server in such large ASs, using same database specifications are shown in table 1.

The response time of the P-FTP server, serving a very large population of say 200,000 users using a

resource intensive tool like Pchar is very small (817 msec). The P-FTP server response time (in millisec-

onds) is almost negligible compared to the download times of large files, which are usually in the order of

seconds or minutes. Hence, we can safely state that the P-FTP server does not create any bottleneck for

process of the P-FTP downloads even when it is implemented on a simple desktop machine and serves a

large population of users.

P-FTP server utilisation and query response time shown in table 1 are calculated with update frequency
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Tool Update λ for Uupdate P-FTP Server Query
Used Frequency 10,100 Utilisation Response Time

(hours) servers Uupdate + UQuery (sec)
Ping 2.5 1.11 0.88 95% .406
Ping 3 0.925 0.74 81% .106
Ping 5 0.55 0.44 51.5% .042
Ping 6 0.46 0.37 44% .036
Pchar 21 0.13 0.925 99.5% 4.060
Pchar 26 0.106 0.75 82% 0.112
Pchar 35 0.08 0.56 63% 0.055
Pchar 40 0.07 0.49 56% 0.046

Table 2: The P-FTP Server Response Time for Different Update Frequencies.

of Ping and Pchar as 4 and 30 hours respectively. Table 2 shows, query response time, and utilisation of

P-FTP server, serving 100,000 users with different update frequencies of Ping and Pchar, while the P-FTP

database consists of 10,000 FTP server’s records. By increasing the update frequencies of Ping and Pchar

more than 2.5 and 21 hours respectively, P-FTP server becomes unstable as its utilisation is more than one.

3.5 Evaluation of Shared congestion Detection Ability

We conducted laboratory tests on isolated networks, to evaluate P-FTP client’s shared congestion detection

ability and the effect of that ability / adaptation on clients performance. We chose four topologies, to test the

shared congestion detection ability of P-FTP client (topology 1 - 4). Each topology consisted of seven FTP

servers with different number of shared links among those servers. During the experiments, client started file

transfer from servers 1 to 4 in the beginning. If shared congestion was detected, backup servers 5 - 7 were

contacted. The results were collected for every topology, for three different cases. The first case was when

there were no common congested links present. The second case was, when the servers shared congested

links but P-FTP client did not use the adaptation technique. The third case was when the servers shared

the congested links and the P-FTP client dynamically changed the file transfer sessions after successful

detection. More details of these tests are not provided due to space restrictions but can be found in [31].

The tests results of P-FTP client’s shared congestion detection ability are shown in table 3. We only
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discuss the results of topology 1 as an example as the results of other topologies follow the same pattern. For

topology one (two servers 1 and 2 shared common links), in case 2, transfer time was 320 secs, almost double

from case 1, 165 secs. The huge difference in the download time of case one and two showed the degradation

in P-FTP client’s performance when P-FTP client did not have the ability to adjust dynamically. Large

increase in transfer delay, justified the integration of shared congestion detection with P-FTP functionality.

In third case, the client started connections with additional servers after terminating connections to the

servers sharing common congested links. The transfer delay was 180 sec in this case, which was much

less than second case of 320 sec. The difference of transfer delay among second and third case enforced

the validity of shared congestion detection algorithm. There was, a 15 sec difference in download time for

case 1 and case 3. It was the time P-FTP client took to: 1) detect shared congested links, 2) terminate

connection to the servers sharing congested links, and 3) start new connections with backup servers. Hence,

the overhead caused by the shared congestion detection ability of P-FTP client for topology one network,

was less than 10% (180 secs from 165 secs). The small overhead was justified as without this ability the

download delay would increase by more than 90 % (320 secs from 165 secs). The maximum overhead due

to P-FTP adaptation observed during all tests was 20% (topology 4, 193 sec from 165 sec).

The column 7 of table 3, shows the minimum number of packets required to detect the presence of shared

congestion in each case. The packets referred here are the ones that came from the common congested links.

The implementation of shared detection algorithm for the P-FTP client has some limitations. The percentage

of error, in terms of wrong detection, of shared congested links is indicated in last column of table 3. The

error rate was highest, when there were multiple occurrences of common congested link, among disjoint

sets of mirror servers, as in topology two.
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Topo- Servers Conges- Shared Servers Down- Packets Error
logy Sharing tion at Conge- Added load Needed %

Common Common stion After Time
Link Link Detection Detection (Sec)

1 1 and 2 No - - 165 - -
1 1 and 2 Yes No - 320 - -
1 1 and 2 Yes Yes One 180 100 5
2 1 and 2, No - - 165 - -

3 and 4
2 1 and 2, Yes,Link No - 300 - -

3 and 4
2 1 and 2, Yes, Link Yes Two 188 150 12

3 and 4
3 1,2 and 3 No - - 165 - -
3 1,2 and 3 Yes No - 495 - -
3 1,2 and 3 Yes Yes Two 190 160 8
4 1,2,3 and 4 No - - 165 - -
4 1,2,3 and 4 Yes No - 654 - -
4 1,2,3 and 4 Yes Yes Three 193 180 10

Table 3: Results For Shared Congestion Detection Algorithm.

4 Simulation

Simulation study was performed to evaluate the performance of P-FTP clients, with widely used discrete

event network simulator, Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) [40]. A new application and a new agent were in-

troduced to test the idea of multiple FTP transfers to a single client simultaneously. The simulation results

were validated, using the quantitative stochastic simulator Akaroa-2 [46], in independent observation mode

due to the independent nature of the observed parameters. The simulation source code is available at [42].

As we previously discussed, the initial design [9] of P-FTP has been modified but the simulation results dis-

cussed in section 4.1 are identical to the results presented in [9] as these modifications were implementation

specific and affected large scale deployment only.

Topologies: - Different network topologies were generated with the Boston University Representative

Internet Topology Generator (BRITE) [45]. To test the performance of the P-FTP approach, we used two

topologies. Topology 1 contained 10 nodes and 19 links and was created to compare P-FTP with another

parallel downloading approach. Topology 2 was created to study the effects of P-FTP on the download
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Mirror Server Delay Suitability Ranks
(sec)

3 0.03024 0.2691 2
4 0.0452311 0.17994 3
5 0.02016 0.40372 1
6 0.0553004 0.1471 4

Table 4: Mirror Servers Delay and Suitability.

Mirror Server Download Time (sec)
3,4,5,6 (P-FTP) 2.3163

3 (FTP) 6.23067
4 (FTP) 9.33167
5 (FTP) 4.15397
6 (FTP) 11.4014

Table 5: Download Times.

time for very large files in a large network. Topology 2 was a flat router-level topology based on Waxman’s

probability model with 900 network nodes, where each network node was a router and the capacities of the

network links were distributed in the interval [5, 155] Mbps. Both topologies contained ten mirror servers

and five requesting clients, which were connected to the routers randomly with 10 Mbps links having 5 msec

delays. Multiple traffic sources and sinks were introduced in the network randomly to produce competing

traffic.

Methodology: - During the simulation, file transfer times were calculated for the P-FTP and traditional

FTP approaches. The file sizes ranged from 500 KBytes to 5 MBytes for topology 1 and 5 MBytes to

50 MBytes for topology 2. Each file was replicated on at most five mirror servers. The end-to-end delay

between each mirror server and each client was calculated by monitoring agents introduced on the servers

and the clients. The P-FTP clients sent the request to the P-FTP server, which contained the file name and the

available last hop bandwidth. The P-FTP server calculated the file portions to be downloaded, from selected

mirror servers and sent this information to the requesting client. The mirror servers started transferring the

allocated file portions to the client after receiving a FTP request from the client. On receiving the complete

file, the client calculated the time taken to completely download the file. The time was calculated from the

instant the client first requested the P-FTP server, to the instant the complete file was transferred.

4.1 Simulation Results

We explain the P-FTP file transfer process by taking the example of client 5 and file 4 in topology 1. File

4 was replicated on four mirror servers 3, 4, 5 and 6. The end-to-end delay values between client 5 and the
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mirror servers (taken from the database), are shown in table 4. For this particular case, end-to-end delay was

taken as the only optimisation variable. The end-to-end delay is an inverse optimisation variable so the Sk

values for all mirror servers were calculated using equation 2:

S3 =
1

IOV3∑
6

i=3

1

IOVi

=
33.0687

122.862
= 0.2691 (11)

Similarly, the suitability values for mirror servers 4, 5 and 6 were calculated as shown in table 4.1.

The mirror servers were ranked based on their suitability values. Mirror server 5 was ranked first, with

highest suitability value (0.40372). The access link bandwidth was not the bottleneck in this case; hence

all mirror servers containing the file were selected for the P-FTP transfer. Due to the use of a single IOV ,

the respective mirror server’s suitability value indicated the file portion to be downloaded from that mirror

server. Hence, it can be seen that mirror server 6, which had the highest end-to-end delay from the client,

transferred the smallest file fraction (only 0.14). Client 5 calculated the download delay after receiving the

complete file using P-FTP. The client also downloaded the same file from each mirror server separately

using traditional FTP and measured the download time. Table 5 shows the download time for P-FTP and the

traditional FTP approach.

Figure 1 shows the improvement in terms of time when files of different sizes were downloaded using

the P-FTP as compared to the traditional FTP in topology 2. The time difference was more obvious for large

files than small files; in the latter case the overhead of the message exchange between the P-FTP entities

overshadowed the delay measurements. The time measurements in figure 1 with P-FTP did not follow a

straight line, although the download time for normal FTP was directly proportional to the file size. The

reason was that for P-FTP each file was downloaded from a different set of servers whereas normal FTP

downloaded all files from the geographically closest mirror server.
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Figure 1: Simulation Results for Topology 2.
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Figure 2: P-FTP and DPAT.

4.2 Comparing P-FTP with DPAT

Other parallel downloading techniques have been briefly discussed in section 2. In this section we discuss

and compare P-FTP with the Dynamic Parallel Access Technique (DPAT), proposed in [8], which closely

relates to our work. We compare both approaches on the basis of their working model and simulation results.

DPAT proposes downloading large files by connecting to multiple HTTP servers simultaneously. The

file is partitioned into small blocks and the client requests a block from each server. When transfer of one

block from any mirror server is completed, the client requests the next block from the same server, until the

complete file is received. The fast HTTP servers that transfer file blocks rapidly are the ones that send the

most blocks.

The most significant difference among two approaches is that P-FTP, in contrast to DPAT, considers

network characteristics and mirror server’s utilisations before selecting the most appropriate mirror servers.

Collins and Plank [27] demonstrated that the server selection techniques based on bandwidth prediction

results in better performance than random selection, even for DPAT like approaches. DPAT introduces

some ambiguities, regarding the calculation of block size, number of mirror servers to be used and the

mechanism to collect information about mirror servers. Another important limitation of dynamic parallel
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access technique is that the mirror servers do not have any knowledge about the next block of file they are

expected to send until the transfer is requested. This introduces inter-block gaps [8]. The excessive number

of seeks on hard disks can produce performance degradation, even when few sessions are in progress, as

each session requires multiple seeks. The results presented in [26] were sensitive to block size for block

based download approach like DPAT. Dynamic parallel access technique initiates multiple TCP sessions at

the beginning of the file download. This can produce additional congestion over the last-hop link when the

last hop link is the bottleneck, such as when client is connected via a dial-up connection to the Internet. In

contrast, P-FTP is fair as the selection of mirror servers is based on the available bandwidth between client

and its Internet gateway. When the client is connected to the Internet via a slow link, P-FTP initiates a single

connection to download complete file. DPAT requires re-transfer of a complete block from another server

when a server fails to fully transfer a block. In case of large blocks, a lot of data can be lost. Whereas,

P-FTP is a byte oriented approach and in case of server failure no data is lost. For P-FTP the penalty is in

the form of extra time requirement to establish connection to a new server.

For comparison of both approaches, files ranging from 0.5 - 5 MBytes were downloaded using both

approaches and traditional FTP for reference. The simulation setup was same as the one discussed in sec-

tion 4.1. The P-FTP and dynamic parallel access technique showed significant impact on download delay

compared to normal FTP as shown in figure 2. The simulation results showed that both approaches were

better alternatives, for downloading large files than the traditional download method. Figure 2 also shows

up to 30% less download time for the P-FTP approach compared to DPAT. This demonstrates that P-FTP

is better than either of the other approaches. The impact is more vivid for large files as for small files the

message passing among P-FTP entities overshadows the download delay.

We would like to emphasis that approaches like DPAT derives the network and system status implicitly

and adapts dynamically. Due to which, they do not need additional infrastructure support and hence, are
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much easy to deploy. P-FTP is an approach that explicitly requires infrastructure support and hence, is more

complex to deploy. For large files the performance gain with P-FTP as compared to DPAT, is significant (

up to 30 %). Hence, both of these approaches can be used by future tool developers depending upon the

availability of infrastructure support.

5 Empirical Evaluation of P-FTP

To study the behaviour of P-FTP on the Internet, we implemented the P-FTP server and the client. The

implementation source code is available at [41]. Planet-Lab was selected to test our P-FTP implementation

because of its vast deployed infrastructure [39]. After careful observation of various Planet-lab nodes and

their access links, sixteen nodes were selected and configured as FTP mirror servers. Five nodes were in

Asia (Asia-1 to Asia-5), seven nodes were in Europe (Europe-1 to Europe-7) and four were in America

(USA-1 to USA-4).

The UNSW.edu.au domain was used as client’s AS and the P-FTP server and the client were placed in

this network. The P-FTP server collected QoS parameters along the path between host network and mirror

servers using Pathchar [38], once every hour. Pathchar measures bottleneck bandwidth, Round Trip Time

(RTT), number of hops and packet dropping probability, along the path, between the host network and

each mirror server [38]. Several experiments were performed to download an 8-MB file with P-FTP and

traditional FTP. The experiments were conducted from 20 to 40 times for each test, with a randomly chosen

interval of time between each run.

5.1 Sensitivity Analysis of Network Parameter Based Server Selection

A set of tests was conducted to find the relationship between the file download time and the network param-

eters measured with Pathchar. As mentioned earlier, Pathchar measures bottleneck bandwidth, RTT and

dropping probability along a network path. The dropping probability of the packets, was not used for file
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Figure 4: 1/Bandwidth vs Download Time.

server ranking process. The reason is that Pathchar measures dropping probability of ICMP packets, which

is not applicable to data packets as network routers drop ICMP messages quickly even in case of minor

congestion. The average transfer time of an 8 MBytes file downloaded from eight Planet-Lab nodes was

measured. The average bottleneck bandwidth and average round trip time measured with Pathchar, were

used for ranking of those file servers. Figures 3 and 4 show the relationship of file download time with RTT

and inverse of bottleneck bandwidth respectively. We used linear regression in Matlab [51], to predict the file

download time of the servers based on bottleneck bandwidth, RTT and their combination. The coefficient of

determination (R2) [32] for these three cases were 0.2, 0.5 and 0.9 respectively. Hence, we considered the

combination of bottleneck bandwidth and RTT for predicting the download time. Following equation shows

linear relation calculated by Matlab:

DownloadT ime =
247.44

BottleneckBandwidth(Mbps)
+ 344RTT (sec) (12)

Figure 5 compares the measured download time with the one predicted using equation 12. The difference

of the measured and predicted values in figure 5 is very low, thus, equation 12 gives good prediction of file

download times. The linear relation needs to be readjusted after a predefined time interval, depending upon

the database update.
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We have performed sensitivity analysis of the predicted download time. The four servers with lowest

predicted time (calculated with equation 12) were selected for file download. The Sk values of the selected

servers were calculated with equation 2, using predicted time as the inverse optimisation variable. The

suitability values of the selected servers indicated the file fractions to be downloaded from each respective

server. Table 6 provides the comparison of P-FTP’s file server selection and file portion calculation processes

with two other methods. Method 1 downloaded equal portions of the file from the best four file servers. We

considered this method to evaluate the effect of P-FTP’s file partitioning process on the download time.

Method 2 downloaded equal file portions from randomly selected file servers. The results with all methods

were collected while avoiding the shared bottlenecks among different servers for fair comparison. The

experiments were conducted for 10 - 30 times for each method. The results in table 6 shows that average

download time was smallest with P-FTP (47 sec), followed by method 1 (52 sec) and finally method 2 (77

sec). From the results it is clear that the network parameter based selection of the file servers greatly affected

the file download time as P-FTP performed significantly better than method 2. However, the file partitioning

did not significantly impact the download performance as the performance of method 1 was almost same

as P-FTP. The download times, measured with P-FTP showed least standard deviation as shown in table 6.

Figure 6 shows, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the download time of three methods. Figure

6 shows that the results measured with P-FTP were distributed in a considerably smaller range than other

two methods which imply that most values measured with P-FTP were close to the average value. Hence,

the download time was more predictable with P-FTP, than other two methods. Even though the average

download time measured with method 1 was almost same as P-FTP, the standard deviation and CDF of

download time of the three methods showed that P-FTP performed file transfers, in most predictable time.
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Figure 5: Comparing Download Times. Figure 6: Cumulative Distributive Function.

Method Server Selection Partitioning Download Time (Sec) Std Dev
P-FTP P-FTP P-FTP 47 5.3

1 P-FTP Equal 52 7.6
2 Random Equal 77 31.7

Table 6: Sensitivity Analysis.

5.2 Number of Servers and Download Time

Different numbers of servers were selected for multiple P-FTP tests, in order to study the effect of number

of servers on the download delay. Results are shown in figure 7. The vertical bars in the background indicate

the average file fraction downloaded from each server (left-hand scale). For example, when there are two

servers involved in P-FTP, about half of the file is transferred by each server on average, i.e., there are two

almost equal sized vertical bars at position 2 on X-axis. The thick black line in the foreground of figure

7 shows the average download delay (right-hand scale). For example, when four servers are involved in a

P-FTP session, the average download time is around 43 seconds.

The results indicate that the download time with P-FTP depends upon the number of servers involved

to some extent. The download time reduces from 120 to 75 seconds when the number of servers increases

from two to three. Similarly, the download time of the file reduces considerably when the number of servers
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Figure 7: Download Time/ File Fraction VS No. of Servers.

in the P-FTP was incremented from three to four. The download time did not change much when the

number of servers was further increased. The client’s access link was able to support up to four parallel file

transfer connections without congestion. Hence, the file transfer time reduced with increase of connections

from one to four. However, congestion was produced at the client’s access link when connections were

further increased and the download time did not change. Hence, choosing the appropriate number of parallel

connections for efficiently downloading a single file is crucial and P-FTP considers this factor before starting

the download process (discussed in section 3.2.2).

5.3 Comparing P-FTP and FTP

P-FTP was tested with a number of mirror servers under different conditions. Due to space limitations we

are presenting results of one representative case only, more results can be found in [31]. Table 7 shows the

time taken to download an 8-MB file with P-FTP, using three servers. The table also shows the time taken

to download the same file from each of those servers individually using FTP. The minimum, maximum,

average and standard deviation of the measured download times are also shown in table 7. The ranking
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Downloaded From Approach Used Min (Sec) Max (Sec) Avg (Sec) Std Dev
Asia-1 FTP 146 229 185 16

Europe-1 FTP 94 217 150 31
Europe-2 FTP 74 207 135 32

Asia-1, Europe-1, Europe-2 P-FTP 48 91 72 10

Table 7: Download Times.

and selection process during the tests used the predicted download time (calculated with equation 12) as

the only IOV . The server availability was not considered during the file portion calculations because the

Planet-Lab infrastructure provides limited root access to the users. It was impossible for us to find out CPU

and memory usage of the mirror servers during tests. The file download time with P-FTP was 48 to 91 sec,

with an average of 72 sec. When the same file was downloaded from each mirror server independently, the

average FTP transfer even from the fastest server required more than 135 seconds. Hence, the download

time reduces to about half when P-FTP was used.

An interesting aspect of the results shown in table 7 is the difference in the standard deviations of

the download times. Download time measured with P-FTP had significantly less standard deviation than

download times measured with FTP. The small standard deviation of download time shows that files can be

downloaded in a predictable range of time with P-FTP.

6 Large Scale Deployment of the P-FTP

As discussed in the earlier section, the implementation results of P-FTP show significant improvement in

terms of the download time for the P-FTP clients. However, it is important to note that these results were

collected from the perspective of a single client. The natural question that follows is whether one would

expect similar performance improvements if a large number of clients were downloading files using P-FTP.

Another issue that needs to be addressed before P-FTP can be widely deployed on the Internet is the effect

of P-FTP on other clients not using this approach. It is of paramount importance that the large user base of

P-FTP clients does not affect the performance of other clients who are downloading files using the traditional
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single client approach. Our main goal in this paper is to answer these questions and to highlight the fact that

P-FTP can indeed be suitably deployed on a large scale in the Internet. To this end, we have carried out a

rigorous set of simulations and analysed the results.

6.1 Simulation Study

Ideally, we would have liked to perform Internet experiments similar to the ones conducted in [10] using

PlanetLab. We are interested, however, in considering scenarios with large number of clients and we also

desire to provide more control and repeatability than would be possible using Internet experiments. We

have, therefore, conducted a set of simulations as described below.

Topology: -The network topology considered for these simulations is similar to the one used by the

authors of [21]. A topology consisting of 100 routers and 10 mirror file servers, was generated with Boston

University Representative Internet Topology Generator (BRITE) [45]. The file servers, the clients and the

P-FTP server were connected to a randomly chosen router. The clients connect to the file servers using

the Full-TCP model of ns-2. Background load was introduced into the network using on/off UDP flows

at random paths of the network. The simulations were conducted with three different numbers of clients

depicting three level of load in the network; 1) 100 clients as low load, 2) 200 clients as medium load, and

3) 300 clients as high load. All the results were collected at steady state and average values were calculated.

Methodology : -In our experiments, we compare the download delays perceived by clients using two

download techniques: Single Download Technique (SDT) and P-FTP. SDT clients download files using

TCP/IP protocol suit from a single file-server. Two approaches were used to select the file-server for SDT

file transfers, the random selection (SDT-R) and the selection of the geographically closest server (SDT-L)

from the client. P-FTP clients send a request to the P-FTP server before starting the file download process.

On receiving the request, the P-FTP server calculates the file portion values for the selected file-servers on

the basis of the information maintained in the database. During simulations, the database only consisted of
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information about end to end delay between the clients and the file servers. New monitoring agents were

designed for NS-2 to measure the end-to-end delay between the file servers and the clients at predefined

intervals. The file download time for the P-FTP clients was measured from the instance the request was sent

to the P-FTP server to the instance the complete file was received at the client. This is to incorporate the

delay due to the message passing among P-FTP server and the clients in file download.

The inter-arrival time between the file transfer requests were chosen randomly for every request of each

client. For accurate comparison of the download techniques it is important that the behaviour of the clients

is independent of the approach being used for file transfer. As a result, the request inter-arrival time is kept

independent of the download technique and the download delay.

6.2 Effect of Load Increase

A set of experiments was conducted to measure the file download time for the P-FTP and SDT clients for

low, medium and high load. During simulations P-FTP and SDT clients randomly chose a file size between

1-10 MBytes to download. We calculated the file download time for different files for the P-FTP and SDT

approaches under different load conditions. Under all types of load the download time for the P-FTP clients

was much lower than the download time for both types of the SDT clients. The load increase influences

the performance of both the approaches. To study this effect in greater detail, we calculated the percentage

increase in download time for P-FTP and SDT-L approaches when number of users was increased from 100

to 200 and 300 respectively. The results are shown in figure 8. The base value for the calculations was the

download time of the respective approach with 100 users. Figure 8 shows that the impact of the load on

both approaches was almost similar. Figure 9 shows the mean percentage increase in the download time for

the P-FTP, SDT-L and SDT-R approaches. The mean increase in download delay for SDT-L and P-FTP for

medium and high loads (200 and 300) was almost the same. This indicates that an increase in load degrades

the performance of both the approaches in a similar manner. The mean increase in delay of the SDT-R
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Figure 8: Percentage Increase in Download Time. Figure 9: Mean Percentage Increase.

approach was higher for 300 users. This was possibly due to the fact that the randomly selected server in

this approach could be geographically distant from the client and under high load this could increase the

download time considerably.

It is important to point out that the performance degradation of the P-FTP approach with increase in

load, is similar to what one would expect with any other application in a similar scenario. The effect of

load increase on the P-FTP approach, is not a disadvantage of its large scale deployment but is the inherent

behaviour of any application. It is especially important to highlight the fact that the increase in download

time with P-FTP is not an exponential function of the load, but is rather some form of linear function for the

tested scenarios. This implies that the saturation effect is not very severe and hence indicates that P-FTP is

actually quite scalable. This set of experiments also convincingly shows that the performance of the P-FTP

clients is significantly better than the traditional file transfer clients, even when large number of users adopt

the respective approach. Thus, P-FTP is highly scalable and suitable for large scale Internet deployment.

These results are significant for other parallel downloading approaches like DPAT as well.
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6.3 Effect on File servers and non P-FTP Users

P-FTP is based on the initiation of multiple file transfer sessions by the clients to accelerate the download

process. In other words, the P-FTP clients initiate more short file transfer sessions as compared to a single

long file transfer session by the traditional clients. Hence, there are more connection initiation requests

handled by the file servers when users use P-FTP. The processing time of the file transfer initiation request

at the FTP server was calculated on a Pentium 3 machine with 256-MBytes RAM. The effect of already

established FTP connections on the overall response time of the request was also studied by sending different

number of simultaneous requests to the server. For every connected client, the processing cost increased by

approximately 2-3 msec. The difference in processing time of a P-FTP request from that of a SDT request,

is due to different number of already established connections at the file servers in each case. In case of all

P-FTP clients the number of connections in the network and at the file server is more than the case of all

SDT clients. We monitored the number of simultaneous connections in the network during the simulations

discussed in section 6.2. The maximum number of simultaneous connections for P-FTP was 85 for high

load and that for SDT was 55. On average each of the ten file servers had 3 more connections in case of

P-FTP, which added a delay of 6-9 msec to the processing time of the P-FTP request as compared to the SDT

request. However, one can readily observe that this small difference in processing time does not produce

any noticeable impact on the download time of both approaches as the difference was in multiple seconds.

Due to initialisation of more file transfer sessions at the file servers, the P-FTP approach can produce

extra load when large number of clients are using this approach. If there is large number of P-FTP clients

requesting for new connections to the file servers, the excessive load can degrade the performance of the

file servers and all the users using those file-servers may get affected. We have considered this factor and

hence, restricted P-FTP for transfer of large files only as: firstly, the large files constitute a small ratio of
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total downloads on the Internet, and secondly, the download time of large files is reduced significantly when

downloaded with P-FTP. We have performed some simulations to study the effect of these factors. For the

study of the file size distribution pattern, we used the same FTP traffic logs of school of CSE of UNSW, as

discussed in section 3.4. From those traffic logs we were able to come up with the file size and frequency

distribution for FTP transfers for the users of school of CSE, shown in figure 10. We performed simulations

for this real world file size distribution (taken from figure 10) with 300 clients (heavy load). Files with sizes

1 MByte or more were called large files and all other files were called small files. Three cases were used for

simulations: 1) all files were downloaded with SDT-L approach, 2) all files were downloaded with P-FTP

approach, and 3) large files were downloaded with P-FTP and small files with SDT-L. The download times

measured during simulations for these three cases are shown in figure 10. Figure 10 shows that:

1. The download time of small files was slightly improved with P-FTP as compared to the traditional

approach. When the small files were downloaded with P-FTP (ALL P-FTP in figure), the change in

download time was very small as compared to when they were downloaded with SDT-L (ALL SDT-L

in the figure).

2. Large files were downloaded in significantly less time with P-FTP as compared to the traditional

approach. The difference in download time of large files was significant when downloaded with P-

FTP (ALL P-FTP,P-FTP + SDT-L in the figure) as compared to the SDT-L approach.

3. If only the large files were downloaded with P-FTP, the download process of the small files did not

get influenced. The download time of small files was the same for P-FTP + SDT-L and SDT-L cases.

This shows that the download delay of the large files can be reduced considerably with P-FTP without

affecting other downloads.

Figure 10 shows that, by restricting P-FTP for large files, we accomplish two goals: 1) The burden of extra
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file transfer session initiations on the file servers is minimised, and 2) the large files are downloaded in

reduced amount of time without affecting the download process of other files. Therefore, we propose that

P-FTP is suitable for transfers of large files only. When only the 10% of the files are downloaded with

P-FTP then the excessive load on the file servers is very low. This small extra load on the FTP servers

(usually dedicated low cost PCs) can be justified against the gain in the download time for the P-FTP

clients. Secondly, the P-FTP server tries to distribute load among different set of file servers during intense

load conditions.

6.4 P-FTP Behaviour under High Network Congestion

We have conducted a set of simulations, to study the behaviour of P-FTP system, under high network

congestion. The access link bandwidth of the file servers was reduced, for these simulations to quickly

achieve network congestion. Figure 11 shows the average download time of an 1 MByte file for P-FTP

and SDT-L clients with the increase in load. The download time of SDT-L clients increased linearly with

the increase in load until 400 users. After that, due to network congestion, the download time increased

exponentially, with the increase in load until 500 users. When the load increased further than 500 users,

the system became unstable and download times were unlimited for SDT-L clients. The download time of

the P-FTP users increased linearly and in same proportion as the SDT-L clients with the increase in load

until 400 users. When the load increased to more than 400 users, download time of P-FTP clients increased

exponentially with the increase in load. The rate of increase was greater than SDT-L clients in this case

after 450 clients. The reason for this was that there was a higher probability for P-FTP clients to contact the

highest congested file servers than SDT-L clients, as P-FTP clients downloaded one file from four servers

and SDT-L clients downloaded entire file from a single server. The dynamic adaptation ability of the P-FTP

clients did not affect the download time much as all the backup servers were also very congested most of the

time due to very heavy load conditions. Hence, near maximum capacity of the system P-FTP’s performance
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Figure 11: P-FTP vs SDT-L.

degraded significantly. P-FTP clients experienced unlimited download times due to system instability when

the load was increased beyond 500 users similar to SDT-L clients. The system collapsed at the same load

for both approaches.

We can conclude, from the results that P-FTP performs much better than traditional approach, when

the network load is low or medium. However, as the load increases to the maximum capacity of the sys-

tem P-FTP’s perform worst than traditional approach. Therefore, under such conditions, either traditional

approaches should be considered, or the P-FTP’s server selection process should change to load balancing

among all available file servers, as discussed in section 3.2.2. In addition, P-FTP does not affect the network

stability under extreme load conditions.

7 Discussion

There are certain issues related to P-FTP that we have not discussed in this paper due to space restrictions.

We proposed the decentralisation of P-FTP server on AS basis for feasibility and scalability. However, for

very large ASs a single P-FTP server may not be adequate and a set of hierarchal P-FTP servers [24] [25]

may be considered. In this case, a separate P-FTP server is provisioned for different parts of the AS. The

most suitable hierarchal structure would be the one based on network measurements, specifically number of

hops. This would enable users to query the P-FTP server that is closest to them geographically. Network
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traffic, generated by multiple P-FTP servers, can be minimised by using statically configured topological

information and using database mining techniques. Other issues related to hierarchal servers like database

sharing, interaction among servers etc are out of the scope of our work.

Parallel access approaches, like P-FTP and DPAT, can only work when mirror servers contain identical

copies of the requested file. A hashing tag can be used by the mirror servers to provide information about

the version of the requested document [8]. P-FTP targets file transfer, in client-server paradigm of the

Internet. However, multiple other applications can benefit from P-FTP such as, proxy caching and large

storage systems.

P-FTP initiates single connection to multiple servers, for parallel downloading. Another parallel down-

loading method is to start multiple connections, to a single server. The selection of the fastest server in

this case, can result in very good performance. However, the server selection process is based on previously

measured network parameters and resource availability changes very quickly due to Internet dynamism. The

wrong selection can enormously increase download time in this case. By selecting multiple servers the load

is shared among servers and large number of users can experience better performance [8].

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel file transfer protocol called Parallelized File-Transfer-Protocol (P-

FTP), which reduces the download time for large files on the Internet. The design and implementation of our

approach focuses on the reduction of transfer delays by simultaneously downloading disjoint file portions

from multiple file servers. A distinguishing feature of P-FTP is that the file servers are selected on the

basis of the QoS parameters along the network path and the server utilisations. The approach is tested via

simulations and real-world experiments on the Internet. The results of our approach show that the large

file transfer delays can be reduced by more than 50% in most cases. An important issue, concerning the

deployment scalability of P-FTP, is also studied in this paper. A rigorous simulation based evaluation is
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presented to highlight the important properties of P-FTP, which make it suitable for widespread deployment

in the Internet. We, conclusively, show that the download time for P-FTP clients, is significantly lower as

compared to traditional clients, even when large number of simultaneous clients is present in the network.

Secondly, the effect on the network and the file servers is minimised due to the self tuning ability of the

approach. In addition, by restricting the use of P-FTP for downloading large files only, we also show that

there is no degradation in the performance of other clients who are using the traditional single server file

transfer techniques.

There are a number of directions for future work. During the experimental testing we have considered

a small number of file servers. Thus the P-FTP server does not need any specialised database. Instead,

it maintains a data-file containing the measured values. However, as the number of servers increases, we

anticipate the need of a dedicated database in the P-FTP system. The design issues of P-FTP database

are its size, the method to collect file server information at start and minimising maintenance overhead.

We are currently developing a scalable and efficient mechanism for the P-FTP database. Multiple factors

contributing to the overhead of the approach are also being studied. Merging P-FTP with a peer-to-peer

application can contribute to P-FTP efficiency and we are investigating such a case.
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